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Unlike ordinary liquids, in which individual molecules move about randomly, the hot matter formed at RHIC seems to move 
in a pattern that exhibits a high degree of coordination among the particles  collectivity

“Perfect ” means it can be explained by equations of hydrodynamics. These equations were developed to describe 
theoretically "perfect" fluids — those with extremely low viscosity and the ability to reach thermal equilibrium very rapidly 
due to the high degree of interaction among the particles.

The extremely hot and dense matter produced in Au-Au collisions at √s = 200 GeV behaves as a liquid of strongly 
interacting quarks and gluons, with an incredibly small viscosity, i.e. a  so called “perfect fluid”.

2005 announcement by RHIC experiments
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RHIC: Bulk of the matter produced in 
heavy-ion collisions is well described by 
fluid-dynamics...

Elliptic flow

PIC 2017

Fourier decomposition
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PHENIX, Nucl. Phys. A 757, 184 (2005)

Hydro

STAR, PRL 86, 402 (2001)
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Test on the hot and dense matter :  
strongly interacting       p transport.
The initial space anisotropies 
are converted into momentum anisotropies.
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In heavy ion colliisions at high energy 
particles  are correlated across the rapidity
strong expansion of the medium 

produced in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion 
collisions.

Collectivity 

The concept of collectivity refers to a common behavior exhibited by a group of entities (e.g., particles moving with a 
common velocity or along a preferred direction). Collectivity is often associated with an emergent
phenomenon of a complex, many-body system, for which the basic interactions  may be well understood.

How does the macroscopic behavior of a many-body system emerge  ?
Does it involvesall particles in the event (collective flow) or arise merely from correlations among a few particles, due to 
resonance decays, jets, or multijet production (non-flow) ?
What are the mechanism behind  it ?

Stronger 
Pressure 
gradient
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CMS Pb-Pb 2.76 TeV

Phys. Lett. B 724 (2013) 213
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2010: CMS ridge announcement 

“ At 7 TeV, a pronounced structure emerges in the two-dimensional correlation function for particle pairs in high-multiplicity 
events, with at least 110 charged particles and a transverse momentum of 1–3 GeV/c:
 some pairs of particles emerging with a wide longitudinal angle (which is related to Δη) are closely correlated in 
transverse angle. The effect bears some similarity to those already seen in heavy-ion collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion 
Collider at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, which have been linked to the formation of hot, dense matter in the 
collisions.”  

CMS, JHEP 09 (2010) 091 

new ridge-like
structure 
at Df ~ 0

pp
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- Can we measure the parameters characterizing the hot and dense medium that beheaves  in a collective way  ?
How perfect is this fluid ? 

- Can we observe collectivity in heavy flavour or it’s just a light-quark phenomenon ?

- Can we really claim we observed collectivity in small systems ?  

- If yes, is the origin of collectivity in small systems  the same behind the heavy ion collectivity  ?

- If collectivity in small systems has a different origin wrt heavy ions, what alternative scenarios can we consider ?

Questions 
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Hydrodynamics 

model     

observables

Fluid converted 
Into hadrons

Extracting medium parameters…
(How 'perfect’ is the perfect liquid QGP created at RHIC/LHC  ? )

Initial conditions play a very 
important role when trying to 
extract medium parameter

100% uncertainty ! 

M. Luzum, P. Romatschke, PRC 78 034915,2008

soft

Two component 
Glauber model

hard

bb

IP-Glasma

OR

Results on collectivity from RHIC to LHC energy
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 The viscosity quenches the fluctuations

The study of the initial 
fluctation is a key tool to 
understand the liquid 
shear viscosity

Low viscosity                                                                                                                High viscosity

WMAP

Fluctuations : a gold mine in modern physics: 

..a similar situation in QGP physics

E. ScapparonePIC 2017
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Fluctuations of initial conditions originate higher order harmonics (and affect ALL the harmonics) 

S. Schenke et al, Phys.Rev.C85, 024901 (2012)

80 %

20%

∼1+2 v2 cos[2(ϕ−ψ2)]+2v3 cos[3(ϕ−ψ3)]+2v4 cos[ 4(ϕ−ψ4)]+2v5

cos[5(ϕ−ψ5)]+…

+ +

Cos 2(DF) Cos 3(DF) Cos 4(DF) Cos 5(DF)

The flow coefficients (vn) are believed to reflect the response 
of the system to spatial anisotropies in the initial state.

Results on collectivity from RHIC to LHC energy
E. Scapparone

ATLAS, Eur. Phys. J. C (2014) 74: 3157
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Is the shear viscosity T dependent ? 

A lot of effort to extract h/s. At the moment general consensus on 0.08 < h/s <  0.2-0.3

E. ScapparonePIC 2017
Results on collectivity from RHIC to LHC energy

The measurements seem to favor a constant  h/s 
going from √sNN= 2.76 to 5.02 TeV Pb-Pb collisions.

H. Niemi et al., 
Phys. Rev. C 93, 024907 (2016)

C. Gale et al., PRL 110 (2013) 012302
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ALICE, PRL 116 (2016) 132302

The temperature dependent 
h/s used to describe LHC 

data works well for low-pT 

RHIC data, but underestimates 
v2 and v3 for  pT > 1 GeV.

h/s (T) 

ALICE, PRL 116, 132302 (2016)

Similar results found using ATLAS data

C. Gale et al., PRL 110 (2013) 012302
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H. Niemi et al., Phys. Rev. C 93, 024907 (2016)

Peripheral collisions sensitive to η/s.
RHIC: constant h/s = 0.20 and h/s = param1 , with a small hadronic viscosity and minimum h/s at T = 150 MeV,   

give the best agreement. 
LHC: h/s = param4 with the largest hadronic viscosity at T = 150 MeV gives the 

best agreement, but is too strong a  suppression of the flow coefficients at RHIC.

Simultaneous RHIC and LHC data fit 
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More comprehensive effort ongoing using global Bayesian analysis and 
multiparameter fit, (Trento+iEbE-VISHNU) and LHC data 
 temperature-dependent (non-constant) h/s at the 90% level, RHIC data to be

included S. Bass et al., arXiv: 1704.07671



CMS Pb-Pb 2.76 TeV

Phys. Lett. B 724 (2013) 213
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Two particle azimuthal correlations

Pair from the same event Pair from the different events

Correlation function 

Collectivity can be studied with multi-particle correlations.

Caveat: correlations include flow effects and non-flow effects:                                                                 

jets

Di-jets (back to back partons populate the 
full h acc),  resonance decay)

B(0,0)= maximun pair acceptance

Removed using |Dh | > 2,  
subtracting low multiplicity (peripheral) 
events (no ridge) or extracting the 
harmonics using cumulants
(sub-event tecnique)  
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Multiple particle cumulant analysis: (Q cumulant method) suppresses short range particle correlation (jets, resonances).

In absence of non flow
n is the harmonic number,
< ....> single event average over all pairs or quadruplets
<<  ....>>  = average over all combinations 
from all events within a given multiplicity range

Multi particle azimuthal cumulants

Straightforward test on collective behaviour since collectivity is intrinsically a multi-particle phenomenon, it can be probed 
more directly using multi-particle cumulants  the vn should be independent of the number of particle used to compute it.

v2(4)=v2(6)=v2(8)=v2(LYZ) 

In addition particles can be grouped in sub-events with different Dh ranges:
Two sub-samples  jets can give particles in one sub-event only;
Three sub-samples  di-jets can give particles in two sub events only.

13



averaging over all distinct particle quadruplets in 
an event 
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Other observables : Symmetric 2-harmonic 4-particle Cumulants (SC)

Normalized SC(m,n)

SC(m,n)

SC(3,2)
SC(4,2)

Solid lines  constant η/s

...param4 (             )   does not reproduce all the
SC results

ALICE,  PRL 117, 182301 (2016)

Correlations of flow harmonics exhibit a better sensitivity to 
medium properties than the individual flow harmonics

single-event averages were weighted with ‘number of 
combinations’

1
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ALICE, JHEP 09 (2016) 028

Open charm v2 >0 both at RHIC and LHC energies.  Hints for heavy quarks thermalization?

In principle  charmed meson flow may come from the non-charm quark. 

STAR, PRL  118 (2017) 212301

Do heavy flavour quarks experience collectivity ?

15

Nevertheless model comparison suggests charm quarks exhibit the same strong collective behavior as the light hadrons. 
It may be close to thermal equilibrium in Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV
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Open charm  v3 measured by CMS

CMS – HIN-16 -007,
Sent to PRL
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J/ didn’t flow at RHIC...

CMS, EPJC 77 (2017) 252

STAR, PRL 111 052301(2013)

J/s from regeneration
inherit the charm flow
 v2  0 

Does J/  flow ?

...                                          ...but it flows at the LHC in the hotter and larger fireball

Collectivity is not a  "  light quark only  "  phenomenon

17



ALICE: a double ridge structure !0-20% 60-100%

=

Mostly v2 but v3 is also there

extracted from the  data

What about p-Pb ?

Can we separate the jet and the ridge components ? No ridge seen in 60-100% .

1     dNassoc

Ntrig dDF
=a0+2a2cos(2Df)+2a3cos(3Df...

PIC 2017 Results on collectivity from RHIC to LHC energy E. Scapparone

A
LIC

E, P
LB

 7
1

9
 (2

0
1

3
) 2

9
Pbp

?
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-
K.Dusling et al., Int.J.Mod.Phys. E25 (2016) 1630002
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Can we really claim collectivity has been oberved at the LHC for small systems ?

19
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Different 
eccentricity,
stronger effect
in Pb-Pb

Similar 
trends

larger contributions of viscosity effect for much smaller system sizes ?

How different is the collectivity in p-Pb and in Pb-Pb ?

W.Li (CMS), Nucl.Phys. A932 (2014) 373

20

ALICE, Phys. Rev. C 90, 054901 (2014)
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ATLAS, arxiv: 1609.06213
(accepted by Physical Rev. C)

..and pp is quite similar to p-Pb

Different trend at high PT due to the 
multiplicity-dependent change in the shape 
of the dijet peak in the two-particle 
correlation  function at high pT

21



ALICE, PLB 726 (2013) 164

Mass
Ordering…

Radial
Flow !

E. ScapparoneResults on collectivity from RHIC to LHC energy

PIC 2017
CMS, PLB  742 (2015) 200

Two-particle correlations with an identified K0
S or 

Λ/Λ trigger particle at high multiplicity

Mass ordering in p-Pb

22



If it’s a genuine cumulative effect it should not depend on the number of particles used in the correlation.  Hydro predicts:

Ok within 10% 

True collectivity in 
pPb collisions !

v2(2) > v2(4)=v2(6)=v2(8)=v2(LYZ) 

Cumulant analysis

E. ScapparoneResults on collectivity from RHIC to LHC energy

In hydro models, for  v2, event-by-event fluctuations
contribute differently to 2-cumulants or 
higher cumulants

PIC 2017 23

Pb-Pb

p-Pb

and similarly for 
higher cumulants

J.Y.Ollitrault et al.,
PRC 80 (2009) 014904 V2{4} ~ V2{6} ~ V2{8}

CMS CMS

CMS, PRL 115 (2016) 012301
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CMS, Phys. Lett. B 765 (2017) 193

 strong evidence for the collective nature of the long-range correlations observed in pp collisions

Nevertheless v2{2} in pp is similar to v2{4}, v2{6}. Smaller number of initial fluctuating sources that drive 
the long-range correlations seen in the final state ?

Requires triggering on very high multiplicities.

Is it true for pp collisions too ?

24



Can we really claim collectivity has been oberved at the LHC for small systems ?

E. ScapparoneResults on collectivity from RHIC to LHC energy

PIC 2017

~ independent of  Ntrk (when extra particles are incorporated into the system, they immediately
follow the same behavior of collectivity as the rest of the system) 

Mass ordering in pp too

CMS, Phys. Lett. B 765 (2017) 193

25

v2(2) > v2(4)=v2(6)=v2(8)=v2(LYZ) 

CMS, Phys. Lett. B 765 (2017) 193
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Does collectivity manifest also in other systems ? (besides pp, p-Pb)

26



3He+Au
2014

d+Au
2008

p+Au
2015

Beam Energy Scan

d+Au
2016

20 GeV
39 GeV
62.4 GeV
200 GeV

Does collectivity manifest also in other systems ? (besides pp, p-Pb)

If yes, how is the initial geometry  transformed into final state momentum correlations? 

Experimental handles on Small System Collectivity at RHIC

PIC 2017 Results on collectivity from RHIC to LHC energy

Geometry engineering

27
E. Scapparone
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|Dh|>2.75 

Ridge at RHIC in small systems ?

PHENIX, PRL 114 (2015) 192301 PHENIX, PRL 115 (2015) 142301 

Strong effect
In d+Au, 3He+Au 

No clear ridge
In p+Au 

28

PHENIX PHENIX

PHENIX, Phys. Rev. C 95, 034910 (2017)
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Viscous hydro model reproduces the data.
v2 follows eccentricity ordering... 

v2  e2  not universal for different systems
Predicted by SONIC (Glauber + hydro) 

Significant v2, v3 in p-Au, d-Au and 3He+Au collisions

PHENIX, Phys. Rev. C 95, 034910 (2017)
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Is mass ordering measured in small systems at RHIC  ?

30

ALICE, JHEP 06 (2015) 190

PHENIX, PRL 114 (2015) 192301
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A crucial question: What is the origin of the collectivity ?

31
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Final state correlations in heavy ions

Collectivity emerges from the system response (via strong final state interactions) to the initial shape of the interaction region. 
Initial space anisotropies are converted into momentum anisotropies.

 To model the final state either relativistic hydrodynamics or transport simulations have been used. 
Combining sophisticated event-by-event initial state models, very good agreement with a wide range of  exp. data.

Heavy ion collisions: 

Initial state

Pre-equilibrium

Quark Gluon Plasma

thermally equilibrated

Hydrodynamic collective flow 

Hadronization

Hadronic phase

and freezeout

32



…or initial state correlations ?

Particles are produced with 
momentum correlations

PIC 2017 Results on collectivity from RHIC to LHC energy

Final state correlations are remnants of the initial state dynamics:  particles are produced with momentum correlations  at 
partonic level that survive through the fireball stages and are converted into hadron final state momentum correlations

Space anisotropies converted into momentum anisotropies  via hydrodinamycal flow.  Final 
state  interactions  generate the final state correlations 

Small systems:

Spatial structure from 

initial condition

Final state correlations….

Hydrodynamic flow

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝜙
= 𝐺 1 + 2

𝑛=1

𝑣𝑛 cos 𝑛𝜙

Hydro at work in small 
systems ? ( relativistic 
viscous hydrodynamics
becomes more questionable
as the system size decreases
and gradients become larger. )

Can QCD effects survive the 
Fireball expansion and hadronization ?  

Collimated gluon emissions is significantly 
enhanced in the gluon saturation regime

33
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( Title: “ One fluid to rule them all: viscous hydrodynamic description of 
event-by-event central p+p, p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions at √s=5.02 TeV“) 

Can Hydro models reproduce small system data at the LHC..... ?

“ superSONIC describes the experimentally measured elliptic and triangular flow at central rapidity in all systems 

using a single choice for the fluid parameters, such as shear and bulk viscosities. This suggests a common 

hydrodynamic origin of the experimentally observed flow patterns in different systems “

DGES

34

R. D. Weller, P. Romatschke arxiv: 1701.07145
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- Hydro models (SONIC) reproduce the data
- AMPT (parton cascade to simulate the final state interactions, string melting + hadronic cascade; small cross section for 

parton-parton interactions, ~ 1 mb)  OK up to 1 GeV/c
- Does IP-Glasma  fail ? 

..and those collected at RHIC  ?

35

PHENIX, Phys. Rev. C 95, 034910 (2017)
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IP-GLASMA

ATLAS, PLB 772 (2017)  681

B. Schenke at QM 2017

IP-Glasma is compatible with heavy ion initial state and can reproduce event-by-event fluctutations and RHIC U-U v2, 
but it fails in p-Pb.

..fluctuations of the proton shape 
are important and are required 
to reproduce diffractive  HERA 
data too.
 Gluons lumped around the

position of the three valence 
quarks 

 larger anisotropy in  the initial 
stage for p-Pb

IP-Glasma model in combination 
with viscous fluid dynamics

36

C. Gale et al., PRL 110 (2013) 012302
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How can we distingush the two scenarios ?
- Is mass ordering effective ?  

B. Schenke et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 162301 (2016)
Mass ordering (pT < 2.5 GeV/c): smaller 
v2 for heavier particles

Clearly  explained within the fluid dynamic 
Framework radial flow boosts  heavier particles to 
higher pT: ΔpT ~ m βT

But combining the initial state gluon momentum 
anisotropy + string fragmentation the v2 mass 
splitting  can be reproduced (IP-Glasma + Lund ) 
 boost due to moving strings. 

Results on collectivity from RHIC to LHC energy 37

Data from ALICE JHEP 06 (2015) 190
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Momentum space anisotropies at early times are uncorrelated with the global spatial anisotropy, in contrast to 

collective flow generated anisotropies (in the first case the origin of the observed correlations is due to the 

microscopic structure of color fields  independent of global space anisotropy)

- Changing the initial geometry

v3 (d+Au) < v3 (3He + Au) , predicted by hydro models. Do initial state model predict it  ? 

B. Schenke et al., PLB 747 (2015) 76

38

Q. Xu at QM 2017
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Multiplicity is the quantity that drives the collective flow in the hydrodynamic picture.
If the origin of the collectivity in pp is hydrodynamics  v2 should decrease at low Ntrk

Different methods to identify v2 from jet-like correlations provide different results....requires further studies .
In the CMS analysis use of peripheral events, while ATLAS uses a template fit.

Other cumulants methods to improve non-flow fluctuations rejection are required ? 

- Collectivity as a function of the charged multiplicity 

W. Li at QM2017
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3-sub-event method 

c2{4} smaller than those obtained with other methods and negative for most 
of the measured ranges (                                        )  less sensitive to non-flow 
effects; p+Pb: consistent results at <Nch>  100  

v2 constant down to Nch ~ 50, larger statistics required
to explore the interval 20 < Nch < 50

ATLAS, arxiv: 1708.03559, submitted to PRC

The event is divided into 3 subevents (a, b, c) each covering  a unique range, -hmax < ha < hmax /3, |hb| < hmax /3, hmax /3 

< hc < hmax Two jets in a dijet event usually produce particles in at most two subevents 

further suppression of non-flow contributions from inter-jet correlations associated 

with dijets.

v 2
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- Collectivity is one of the characteristic of hot and dense matter produced in AA collisiosn, but medium parameter 
extraction is challenging. Does h/s run with T ?

- Clear evidence for collectivity  in small systems at RHIC and LHC, but still many open questions
on its origin: Initial momentum correlations or  initial space anisotropy + final interactions ? 

- Is the charged multiplicity the quantity that drives collectivity ? Does collectivity turn off at small Ntrk ?

- Is collective behaviour universal  (high multipliicity e+e-, e-p, etc. ) ? 

Conclusions and open questions
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Collectivity 
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Low centrality (i.e. 80-90 %)                  High centrality (i.e. 0-10 %)

Large impact parameter                           Small impact parameter
Low charged multiplicity                          Large charged multiplicity
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LHC
Exploring the phase diagram

Freeze-out

Hadronization

QGP

Initial stage

Initial stage



- Strangeness increase in pp interactions at high multiplicity
- No effect for non-strange particles
- Results not reproduced by MC used at the LHC (PYTHIA, DIPSY,  EPOS)

The mechanism of strangeness production at the LHC are not fully understood yet.

Whether the combination of these observations can be interpreted as signal of the 
progressive onset of a QGP medium in small systems is still an open question.

arXiv:1606.07424
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Strangeness in pp interactions



Discoveries during the last 12 years of the RHIC
program and the first years of the LHC program 
(according to the “White Paper on the Future of 
Relativistic Heavy-Ion Physics in the US”):

- High-Momentum Hadron Suppression;
- Away-Side Jet Modification (Tomography);
- Elliptic Flow at the Hydrodynamic Limit;
- Density-Fluctuation-Driven High Order Flow Moments;
- Suppression & Flow of Heavy Quarks;
- Sequential Melting of Heavy Quarkonia;
- Charge Correlations Suggesting Chiral-Magnetic Effect;
- Suppression of particle production in the low-x 

coherent regime;
- New Anti-Nuclei and Hyper-Nuclei created.

..by eight different experiments (BHRAMS, STAR, PHENIX, PHOBOS, 
ALICE,  ATLAS,CMS, LHCb)
New results coming:
- The Ridge (pp, pPb, PbPb);
- NCQ scaling violation breaking at low and high energies;
- Unexpected beahviour of p-Nucleus events;
- J/ from recombination + J/ elliptic flow 

- Quantitative determination of the medium parameters 
(h/s, q, e); 

- Does the QCD critical point exist ?
- Early thermalization: which mechanism ?
- Does the QGP contain quasi-particle ? Or long lived 

excitations are cancelled by the strong field?
- Clarify the nature of the strong interactions of heavy  

quarks with medium (HF puzzle).
- Ridge origin. Is QGP formed in nucleus-nucleus 

collisions only ?
- Forward physics: gluon saturation ?

Open questions for the next years 

^ ^

E. Scapparone
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